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Abstract: A fingerprint is the feature pattern of one finger. It is believed with strong evidences that each fingerprint is
unique. Each person has his own fingerprints with the permanent uniqueness. So fingerprints have being used for
identification and forensic investigation for a long time. Two representation forms for fingerprints separate the two
approaches for fingerprint recognition. The approach, which is minutia-based, represents the fingerprint by its local features,
like terminations and bifurcations. This approach has been intensively studied, also is the backbone of the current available
fingerprint recognition products.

1. INTRODUCTION
The fingerprint recognition problem can be grouped into
two sub-domains: one is fingerprint verification and the
other is fingerprint identification (Figure 1). In addition,
different from the manual approach for fingerprint
recognition by experts, the fingerprint recognition here is
referred as AFRS (Automatic Fingerprint Recognition
System), which is program-based.

1-to-1 verification case or 1-to-m identification case, is
straightforward and easy.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN
To implement a minutia extractor, a three-stage approach
is widely used by researchers. They are preprocessing,
minutia extraction and post processing stage [Figure 2].

Figure 2Minutia Extractor

Figure 1 Verification vs. Identification

Fingerprint verification is to verify the authenticity of one
person by his fingerprint. The user provides his fingerprint
together with his identity information like his ID number.
The fingerprint verification system retrieves the fingerprint
template according to the ID number and matches the
template with the real-time acquired fingerprint from the
user. Usually it is the underlying design principle of AFAS
(Automatic Fingerprint Authentication System).
Fingerprint identification is to specify one
person’s identity by his fingerprint(s). Without knowledge
of the person’s identity, the fingerprint identification
system tries to match his fingerprint(s) with those in the
whole fingerprint database. It is especially useful for
criminal investigation cases. And it is the design principle
of AFIS (Automatic Fingerprint Identification System).
However, all fingerprint recognition problems,
either verification or identification, are ultimately based on
a well-defined representation of a fingerprint. As long as
the representation of fingerprints remains the uniqueness
and keeps simple, the fingerprint matching, either for the

For the Image Preprocessing of Fingerprint stage, I use
Histogram Equalization and Fourier Transform to do
image enhancement [9]. And then the fingerprint image is
binarized using the locally adaptive threshold method [12].
The image segmentation task is fulfilled by a three-step
approach: block direction estimation, segmentation by
direction intensity [4] and Region of Interest extraction by
Morphological operations. Most methods used in the
preprocessing stage are developed by other researchers but
they form a brand new combination in my project through
trial and error.
For minutia extraction stage, three thinning
algorithms [12][2] are tested and the Morphological
thinning operation is finally bid out with high efficiency
and pretty good thinning quality. The minutia marking is a
simple task as most literatures reported but one special
case is found during my implementation and an additional
check mechanism is enforced to avoid such kind of
oversight.
For the postprocessing stage, a more rigorous
algorithm is developed to remove false minutia based on
[12][1]. Also a novel representation for bifurcations is
proposed to unify terminations and bifurcations.
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discarded since it only holds background information.
Then the bound of the remaining effective area is sketched
out since the minutia in the bound region are confusing
with those spurious minutia that are generated when the
ridges are out of the sensor.
To extract the ROI, a two-step method is used.
The first step is block direction estimation and direction
variety check [1], while the second is intrigued from some
Morphological methods.
Figure3 Matching Minutiaer
The Matching Minutiaer chooses any two minutia as a
reference minutia pair and then match their associated
ridges first. If the ridges match well [1], two fingerprint
images are aligned and matching is conducted for all
remaining minutia [Figure 3].
3. IMAGE PREPROCESSING OF FINGERPRINT
A. Enhancement of Image
Enhancement of Image is to make the image clearer for
easy further operations. Since the fingerprint images
acquired from sensors or other medias are not assured with
perfect quality, those enhancement methods, for increasing
the contrast between ridges and furrows and for
connecting the false broken points of ridges due to
insufficient amount of ink, are very useful for keep a
higher accuracy to fingerprint recognition.
B. Binarization of Image
Binarization of Image is to transform the 8-bit Gray
fingerprint image to a 1-bit image with 0-value for ridges
and 1-value for furrows. After the operation, ridges in the
fingerprint are highlighted with black color while furrows
are white.
A locally adaptive binarization method is
performed to binarize the fingerprint image. Such a named
method comes from the mechanism of transforming a
pixel value to 1 if the value is larger than the mean
intensity value of the current block (16x16) to which the
pixel belongs [Figure 4].

4. MINUTIA EXTRACTION
A. Image thinning
Ridge Thinning is to eliminate the redundant pixels of
ridges till the ridges are just one pixel wide. [12] uses an
iterative, parallel thinning algorithm. In each scan of the
full fingerprint image, the algorithm marks down
redundant pixels in each small image window (3x3). And
finally removes all those marked pixels after several scans.
In my testing, such an iterative, parallel thinning algorithm
has bad efficiency although it can get an ideal thinned
ridge map after enough scans. [2] uses a one-in-all
method to extract thinned ridges from gray-level
fingerprint images directly. Their method traces along the
ridges having maximum gray intensity value. However,
binarization is implicitly enforced since only pixels with
maximum gray intensity value are remained. Also in my
testing, the advancement of each trace step still has large
computation complexity although it does not require the
movement of pixel by pixel as in other thinning
algorithms. Thus the third method is bid out which uses
the built-in Morphological thinning function in MATLAB.
The thinned ridge map is then filtered
By other three Morphological operations t o
remove some H breaks, isolated points and spikes.
B. Minutia Marking
After the Image thinning, marking minutia points is
relatively easy. But it is still not a trivial task as most
literatures declared because at least one special case
evokes my caution during the minutia marking stage.
In general, for each 3x3 window, if the central
pixel is 1 and has exactly 3 one-value neighbors, then the
central pixel is a ridge branch [Figure 5.1]. If the central
pixel is 1 and has only 1 one-value neighbor, then the
central pixel is a ridge ending [Figure5.2].

Figure 4 the Fingerprint image after adaptive binarization,
Binarized image(left), Enhanced gray image(right)

Figure 5.1 Bifurcation

C. Segmentation of Image
In general, only a Region of Interest (ROI) is
useful to be recognized for each fingerprint image. The
image area without effective ridges and furrows is first
www.ijmer.com
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Figure 6 False Minutia Structures. m1 is a spike piercing
into a valley. In the m2 case a spike falsely connects two
ridges. m3 has two near bifurcations located in the same
ridge. The two ridge broken points in the m4 case have
nearly the same orientation and a short distance. m5 is
alike the m4 case with the exception that one part of the
broken ridge is so short that another termination is
generated. m6 extends the m4 case but with the extra
property that a third ridge is found in the middle of the two
parts of the broken ridge. m7 has only one short ridge
found in the threshold window.

Figure 5.2 Termination

6. MATCHING MINUTIA

Figure 5.3 Triple counting branch

Figure 5.3 illustrates a special case that a genuine branch
is triple counted. Suppose both the uppermost pixel with
value 1 and the rightmost pixel with value 1 have another
neighbor outside the 3x3 window, so the two pixels will be
marked as branches too. But actually only one branch is
located in the small region. So a check routine requiring
that none of the neighbors of a branch are branches is
added.
Also the average inter-ridge width D is estimated
at this stage. The average inter-ridge width refers to the
average distance between two neighboring ridges. The
way to approximate the D value is simple. Scan a row of
the thinned ridge image and sum up all pixels in the row
whose value is one. Then divide the row length with the
above summation to get an inter-ridge width. For more
accuracy, such kind of row scan is performed upon several
other rows and column scans are also conducted, finally all
the inter-ridge widths are averaged to get the D.
Together with the minutia marking, all thinned
ridges in the fingerprint image are labeled with a unique
ID for further operation. The labeling operation is realized
by using the Morphological operation: BWLABEL.

5. MINUTIA POSTPROCESSING
The preprocessing stage does not totally heal the
fingerprint image. For example, false ridge breaks due to
insufficient amount of ink and ridge cross-connections due
to over inking are not totally eliminated. Actually all the
earlier stages themselves occasionally introduce some
artifacts which later lead to spurious minutia. These false
minutia will significantly affect the accuracy of matching
if they are simply regarded as genuine minutia. So some
mechanisms of removing false minutia are essential to
keep the fingerprint verification system effective.
Seven types of false minutia are specified in following
diagrams:

Given two set of minutia of two fingerprint
images, the Matching Minutia algorithm determines
whether the two minutia sets are from the same finger or
not. An alignment-based match algorithm partially derived
from the [1] is used in my project. It includes two
consecutive stages: one is alignment stage and the second
is match stage.
1. Alignment stage. Given two fingerprint images to be
matched, choose any one minutia from each image,
calculate the similarity of the two ridges associated
with the two referenced minutia points. If the
similarity is larger than a threshold, transform each set
of minutia to a new coordination system whose origin
is at the referenced point and whose x-axis is
coincident with the direction of the referenced point.
2. Match stage: After we get two set of transformed
minutia points, we use the elastic match algorithm to
count the matched minutia pairs by assuming two
minutia having nearly the same position and direction
are identical.

7. EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS
A. Evaluation indexes for fingerprint recognition
Two indexes are well accepted to determine the
performance of a fingerprint recognition system: one is
FRR (false rejection rate) and the other is FAR (false
acceptance rate). For an image database, each sample is
matched against the remaining samples of the same finger
to compute the False Rejection Rate. If the matching g
against h is performed, the symmetric one (i.e., h against
g) is not executed to avoid correlation. All the scores for
such matches are composed into a series of Correct Score.
Also the first sample of each finger in the database is
matched against the first sample of the remaining fingers
to compute the False Acceptance Rate. If the matching g
against h is performed, the symmetric one (i.e., h against
g) is not executed to avoid correlation. All the scores from
such matches are composed into a series of Incorrect
Score.
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The high incorrect acceptance and false rejection
B. Experimentation Results
A fingerprint database from the FVC2000
are due to some fingerprint images with bad quality and
(Fingerprint Verification Competition 2000) is used to test
the vulnerable Matching Minutia algorithm.
the experiment performance. My program tests all the
images without any fine-tuning for the database. The
8. CONCLUSTION
experiments show my program can differentiate
Proposed system has combined many methods to build a
imposturous minutia pairs from genuine minutia pairs in a
minutia extractor and a Matching Minutiaer. The
certain confidence level. Furthermore, good experiment
combination of multiple methods comes from a wide
designs can surely improve the accuracy as declared by
investigation into research paper. Also some novel
[10]. Further studies on good designs of training and
changes like segmentation using Morphological
testing are expected to improve the result.
operations, minutia marking with special considering the
triple branch counting, minutia unification by
Here is the diagram for Correct Score and Incorrect Score
decomposing a branch into three terminations, and
distribution:
matching in the unified x-y coordinate system after a twostep transformation are used in System. Also a program
coding with MATLAB going through all the stages of the
fingerprint recognition is built. It is helpful to understand
the procedures of fingerprint recognition. And demonstrate
the key issues of fingerprint recognition.
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